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The Quartz Bar Detectors in Hall C were surveyed on October 26th, 2011. The table shown
on the following page contains the as-found coordinates in both the Qtor magnet system
and the local Quartz Bar system as defined in Dave Mack’s alignment system (see sketch).
Additionally the movements in the local system are shown.
The first group of coordinates are the as-found locations of the bars in the Qtor coordinate
system, with the origin at the center of the Qtor magnet. The axis are: Z+ following the
beam, X+ transverse in the horizontal direction and Y+ vertically up. Units are meters.
The second group of coordinates describes the as-found locations in the local system for
each individual detector. Z+ is in the beam direction with origin at the downstream edge of
the bar (570.625 cm downstream of Qtor center, 341 cm radially from beam centerline), X
is radially outward from the beamline, and Y follows the downstream top edge of the bar at
the appropriate angle.
The column labeled “Ri Component”, is the amount that the bars need to be radial
displaced in the local quartz X direction. The Ri amount is based upon the amount of Z
movement from the ideal Z location and based upon the formula Ri=tan(22.24°)*(Zi570.625cm) + 341cm. The formula corrects the radial (local X coordinate) position of the
bars to catch the beam envelope, as described by D. Mack. Units are centimeters.
The final group of coordinates labeled “Movements”, are the calculated amounts the
detectors need to move in the local system. The X radial column is the amount the
detectors would have to move out after applying the correction amount in the Ri column. A
+ value indicates the detector needs to move away from the beam centerline. The Y
column indicates how much the detector needs to move along the local Y axis. A +Y value
would mean the detector moves in positively along the Y axis. A + Z value indicates the
detector needs to move downstream from the ideal local value (570.625cm from Qtor
center). Units are centimeters.

